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UNIFORMS 
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Our uniform company is Harris Uniforms located off I-95 & Blue Heron Blvd.  
Order online or visit the store.  
  
Students are required to wear ONLY BLUE Navy *uniform style bottoms. These may be purchased from Harris 
Uniforms or purchased in the uniform section of many department stores.  
Please make sure pants/shorts are *uniform style. *Purchased in the uniform section and are a loose fit.           
Ladies may also choose to wear Harris Uniform’s plaid blue and solid blue navy Skorts and Skirts. 
 
Please note these styles of pants are NOT acceptable: Cargo style w/pockets on legs, jean material, corduroy 
material, legging style, or skinny/tight-fit bottoms. 
 
 
Uniform Guidelines 
Boys K-12th are to wear BLUE Navy uniform style pants or shorts with either a green, maroon, black or yellow 
polo shirts with our school logo, purchased from Harris Uniforms. 
Boys 6th-12th must also wear a belt. 
 
Boys 9th-12th may have *nicely trimmed facial hair. *The definition of nicely trimmed is under the discretion of 
the administration. Note: Boys must be clean shaven if they are participating in any Sport or Regional Student 
Convention.  
 
Girls K-5th may wear BLUE Navy uniform pants or blue navy uniform shorts that come to the top of the knee 
with either a green, maroon, black or yellow polo shirts with our school logo, purchased from Harris Uniforms. 
Girls K-5th  may also wear Harris Uniform’s plaid blue or solid blue navy skorts and skirts or solid blue navy     
cotton uniform dress with our logo. 
 
Girls 6th-12th are to wear BLUE Navy uniform style pants or Harris Uniform’s plaid blue or solid blue navy 
skorts and skirts with yellow, green, black or maroon polo shirts with our school logo, purchased from Harris         
Uniforms.  
*Girls 6th-12th grade may NOT wear shorts. 
 
ALL STUDENTS 
Shoes must be closed toed/closed heeled. Tennis shoes are best. 
Jackets/sweaters worn at school must be school uniform and either purchased from Harris OR students may 
wear GCA logoed sweaters and jackets purchased from either Spirit & Pride or FanCloth (packets for ordering 
will go home at the beginning of the school year - Please do not wait to order as these may take up to 4 weeks  
to receive and may not be available for purchase after a certain date. 
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